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1.,

Comparison Betweenj!iist and S hd Language Learning

-. John Macnamara
1

McGill, University

Abstract

The thesisof the paper is that. the process of learning,

a'second languagelli if successful, is the same as that'of'

learning a first One. The.liaper discusses various objections

that have been.raised against this thesis, and it discusses

the considerable 1341)dy'ot research which explores it. It

examines the approriateness ofthe research data for throWing

f.

.
light on the vaiidity of the thesis.,' It concludes with some

,:practical guidelinees for language - teachers drawn n-from observe-..
1 .

..tIons of babies learning their mother tongue.
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en an infant, a ten-yeir old child, and an adult learn Russian

ost striking outcome is Russian. The three are at one in that. And

since the ,product i the same the hest the9retica/ explanation. is that th
.

.proceas whereby they did it is the same. That theory may 43r6Vg to be

wrong7and'then it should be modified, but unless it is proved wrong,.it

should hold swaritg-ainst all rivals.

The theory has not had strong rivals for the very good reason that -

it did not exist until recently--see Asher (1972), Corder,(1967), and

Macnathara (1973). Such rivals as existed were mainly implicitin language

<,-
teaching methods which quite clearly spring from the belief that language

learning in infants was, or had to be, a-quite different matter from
_

lariguage learning at a later-age. In-keeping_wih the opening Statement,

the thesis of this pairiithet-lAguage_teaghing shoiild'model itselT as
.

far as possible on language learning in th nursery.

/hough all this is likely to receive a more ready hearing today than

it wonld have ten years ago; it still meets with-some stock objections; as

well as some new ones developing out of recent research, Which must all be

answered. In view of the popularity of the area for empirical research it

is Important to ask what will serve as evidence for and what as' evidence
,

against-the theory.

To establish the theory is noterugh, however; there are qu to a

number of practical applicationslwhich must be made. These arise. from a

commonsense comparigon of nurseries and classrooms from the langua e learning

perspective.- -Our knowledge of how mothers talk to babies and of how babies
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learn to speak is growing and suggests 4.0ad guideli es fot language
. p

teaching and learning. BUt firit some general.rema ks about language

---teArning at.E4ly age. , -
.

. 1

.

Language learnimg-general remarks
,

0 The humAn capacity to'learn a'language like-English or German must

be specified in relation to such a language because it is the:capacity to
;

.

.
.

learn that language. If we could specifY, exactly the code whith call

German,we would have taken tbe first and most important step towards speci-

itYtar"thature of the language learning capacity. T5e second step would

be to specify 'ilte actual learning process in which a person employs his

capacity to grapple\ith German and master it. The work of explanati

would h ve to beoinded. out with an a&ount of linguistic universals as

1 as the specifics of German. Presumably all languageq meet a set of
0

universal constraints which arise from basic characteristics of our

capacity to learn a language and communicate in it. The specifict of,a

language, its particular rules Of syntax, morphology and phonology as well

as its lexicon, not only meet the universal constraints but they are actually.

learnech It must be borne in mind that the function of the language learning

capacity is not just to decide whether or not a Code is a language.by testing:

it against the universal constraints; it is also to learn the details of

One language. The ability to master and apply the details forms part of

what we'call the human Abuity to learn a language.

All of this is somewhat academic for the very'good reason that we .are

very far indeed from being able to specify any language, suchfaa ,german,

either in terms of universals or specifits. ,Witness the rival statements of



any of the r4les of grammar. There are contesting schools of graimarians,
f.

traditionalists, structuralists, and transformsttohalists'who divide into

generattvfsts and interpretavists, and in any one, school there is divergence

of opinion. No school can gain a complete victory* Evel'more fundamentally

no school can give a satisfactorY7definttion of so basic a building 'material

as a noun. Traditionalists would say that it
.

is the name of a person, place,

or"thing, and by "thing" cover every word which was-not the name of a 'person

or place and'yet was)a noun. Strteturalists and iransfoimationalists would

say a noun was any word which could serve in"the noun slot of a sentence'.

The
/

noun slot'turns out to be the one where the nouns go. Curiously, all

grammarians would agreein drawingkup a list of nouns.

The learning process, as one might expect is even more obscure than

languag'. The psychology of lear ing for most of its history wasconcerned,

with'laws of learning which app to all species of animals learning all

types of matter. Naturally thipapproach led to the misunderstanding and

misrepresentation of all learning in all species. Today (Seligman, 1970,

Bindra 074) learning theorists are more sensitive to species specific

-responses, but in so far as my understanding of the matter goes they are

still employing the same basic learning ilevices, namely associations. In so

far,as this is true, the theory leaves no room for hypothesis testing and

for the learning of abstract rules.(which are defined as operations on such

abstract entities as sentence and noun) on the basis of insight into data.

Learning theory, then, cannot help much in teaching us how a child learns a

language.

The, point of these general remarks is to emphasize how far we are from

having sCientflic account of language learning. They inspire modesty in

the interpretation of empirical data related to language learning and in
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theory building,'ancL,they serve as ba4ground to what I shall say about

"formal instruction" in a language,

Partly in opposition to. the position I am,takieg-is the common belief.-

that one's language learning capacity begins to atrophrearly in'life, say

41
at adolescence. I say.partly because even if the belief were true it would

not overturn the position that the process of language.learning,in infant

and adult was basically the same. It might prove th,e adult would not

.be as successful as did child, but not that he -would be doing a different

thing.

The `evidence for the popular,, belief is that babies .pick up their mother

tongue with'what seems like'great ease, and so.de young children in'suitable

environment,(playing with: children who speak another language), whereas

adults'seem to struggle ineffectively with a new language and to impose do

it the phonology and syntax of their mother tongue.' The argument has been

supported by some evidence from neurophysiology (Penfield & Roberts, 059)

and some from its counterpart in clinical experience (Lenneberg, 1967 .1713.

0142 ff%), The essencb of the claim is that if the speech area of the brain

is damaged in a young-child, another area takes over;,, clinically, young
. \,.

.. , ,, ,
.

children usually recover completely from aphasia whereas adults almost never'

do but are left with some sequelae. This is a very weak case, and probably

tells us nothing about the ability to learn languages in normal adults.

What could the learningof a second language in adulthood have to do' with:'

recovery from injury in the speechateas of the brain? Pregumabl.y the

functions of a second language in normal adult or thild are located in the

same areas as the functions of the first language. Learning a second
o
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,

language then. in normal people involves the normal-brain centers, and his
(..

..

no clear connection with employing abnormal ones.
,.,

:.',
r .

Observation OfOnOrMarpersons,h0ever,ddes at first sight,SuPpcort,

thet idea that adults are not as:good-at learning languages as children., I

7

.'inspect that ehe,anecd/ tal evidence which suggests a difference compounds
--' -

,

two factors; age and setting:` SMall)dhildien generally do not go to school;

they learn languages in the street. _Older peoPle/generilly try to. lea n

them in 'schoOl.H.TheSe-are basically di ent learning experiences. In

(

the street,a chiles7attention is. generally on. what is }being said and on

, -

What'he has to Vey; in sc hool attention Is generally focuse on:language,

,
t.

0 '
'

not on what is being said in language. . v

NeVettheless many families have the experience of moving o a new

/
. 0

linguiitic environment in which the children rapidly learn the language

and the adults do not. .This ,was the common experience of:Engisblfamilies

which moved to one of the Colonies, India for example. In such cases there

are two Wely eXilanations. The children probably spent much more time
.

in the company °Utile native people, servants and children, and.were spoken

to in thelocallangdagesee:BUrling.(1959). Nbreover,.eheadults but not.

the children normally adopted an Unfavourable-posture_to-the local language.

If adults insisted on speakingXnglish, little wonder, they neverjlearned

the local
language.A

However, Italian families whic10.Mmigrated to the United

States often met with a similar linguistic fate-ithe children learned English

,
!

well,..ehe parentslaespite favourable' attitudes did ot. is this conclusive

.

evidence that language learning ability atrophies?

No! It could well be that there is strong peer pressure on'.children

to conform to local linguistic standards, but not on adults. It, might simply

be that American children are more cruel to immigrant children, than American

adults are to ,immigrant adults. Indeed here mayAie the explanation what
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Kkashen: and his associates (KraShen & Seliger In press,. a). claim to be a fact.

unlike-children, adult' generally do not make progress in a second language

as a function o f using it in naturai.settings but thty need "formal ",

instruction. Let us leave aside problems4eldted to how this claim was
o

established such as how well the tests measured communicative competence

and colloquial uSage as comparedswith ability to respond,cOrrectiT to

classroom quizes couched in the .standard variety of. the language; let us

leave aside,too,problems related to what is meant by formal instruction:

we still see that peer pressure has not been,controlled. All that the

classroom may be doing, and this is not to take from the merit of Krashen

&.Seliger's work, is to supply
, 0

the peer pressure which children encounter.

.

Peer pressure', too; may explain the important finding of Labov,(1966).that

persons who dolled to Manhattan after the age of twelve .seldom came to sound
0

. exactly like persons who grew up there.-

How :Could we find out whether the language' learning ability of adults
.

has diminished or altered significantly from what it was. in childhOod? It

mould be necessary td-takelsome adults away from their daily occupations

snd woriteg, and piece them,- individtially,-in settings .where theXcoUld
.

communicate only Ilethe second anguage; Where the incentives provided
I

fdr adults for improving speech equalled those provided to babiei, ancL.,

where peer presiUre to conform to 'correct usage (preferably in the form

of mockery) equalled that experienced by
a
children.",Natutaily such an

..
experiment has never been carried out, antIfOrtnat reason.there simply

t

are no grounds for the common fatalism aboUeadults',ability to learn a

languages.

On.the contrary, what experimental,evidence we have suggests that
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adults are better thanichildren.. Moeser (in preparation) has evidence that

adUlts.learn a miniature artificial language more rapidly thin children..7

Asher .6tPrice (1967) found adults...superior

instructions given in aloteign\language:

at deciphering and remembering

Ervin-Tripp (1974) found older

'English-speaking children, agedaboot nine, learned all aspects of.F;rench

more rapidly in amatural.setting than younger mei, aged about four or

fivee The evidence is indeed scant, but it suggests optimism.

'Attitudes. Among the commonly canvas ed explanations of why one person,

makes progress than

attitude. at

is now body

another in learning a language inJschool is

the explanatio\t'is not without foundation. There

Bramwell,. 1974) to

class. The research

h (Ga er Lambert, 1972;

ow that attitu

Gardner Smythe, Kirby

ccirrelate with success in language

also supports the clai that the tn./le:of attitude has

an effect: an instrumentalu:or utilitarian ittitudes not as good as an

"integrative!' one; that is one which springs frim the desire to know and

make friends among the speakers of the language,

Yhat-looks like a reasonable extension of'the argument might be:.

children in such natural language settings as nurseries and streets learn

language better than they, do in ,clessroom o they'Must have, even more

than fn a classroom, jut the right attitudes'. To say any less would-be

to adisit that attitude 'was notereally impor,tant outside the clissroomi. }ore-
,

over, it Might seem thlt the Aciiht way tbmprovejanguage teaching would

be to develop methodstdengender the most favourable attitudes' among

students. Attitude, then

the important Variable.

ratherthan theAearning process is taken to.;

Note carefully what the attitudes are towards towards the

/



language itself, towards the people who speak it and towards their culture

and achievements. Against any argument about the basic importance of such

attitudes is the historical fact that language shifts have generally been

accompanied by unfavourable attitudes o a conquering people/and its

language.' There has always been an pathy between the English and Irish;

yet. English replaced 'Irish. The 'ghland pcots felt and behaved just like

the Irish, and while the Wels ved tougher than either, they too have

succumbed to, some extent. Th- people are following in ancient footsteps,

because centuries ago the Ce tic languages of Europe were almost entirely

replaced by Latin. Despite determined efforts to prevent it, the people of

Province have accepted French in place of ProVencal; and the Catelonians

,..

have learned Castilian. There is no need to multiply example
.

. . r

A child suddenly transported from MOntreal to Berlin will, rapidly learn

German no matter what he thinks of the Germans. Indeed, when he makes his

first appearance on the street and meets German children he is likely to

be appalled by the experience. They will not understand a word he Say's;

they will not make sense to him when they speak, and they. are liieTy-to

punish him by keeping hith incommunicado. Yet his learning will be the envy

of even the most favourably disposed student in a language classroom.
.11

"Frcatiall-this it seems unlikely that a ilijor_sellution to the problem of how

to teach a language,will be fOund in the- anipulation of attitude of the

sort we have been considering.

Time. If one proposes% thesis such as that with which we began tqhq group

of teachers or educationalists, one almost...certain to be told that the major

difference between language classes and natural settingS is the amount of

time spent on languages.. The idea is that time, rather/than approach, is

the explanation of why children do not fare so well in language class.

o

1
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primary schools, and children from English-komes In trench ones, Al Montreal.

.

.

':"These,4e.children for the most part in classes where the are the linguistic

minorty. There. is agreement among teachers thit by the middle of their

Second'yeoe the chi4drenwho'pame to the schkol, in grade,l!iihave.achieved
i

sufficient command of the second language, to. take full part with. ease in

80

There is no doubt that time is an important variable; language learning is
.. - -.

41ways, gradual. Small children spend

.

much more time listening to and
,,,-

t,

practising their nativetongue t an students in,g language course do.

.
, It'

Nonethelesi there.gre-informal grounds for believing that the time of

the ordinary language class is not well pent. Macnemara,'Svaic and7 rner

cin preparation) Ave been,inquiring among other things into the

progre s in the.-.second_lenguage o f children from French home's in English,.

the worke-of the class. If we allow tat the whole time of the school day is

devoted to FrenCh--a:ton generOua.assumption-=the -tptaletithe available to a

child In a year and a hallis a/bout 1620 hours. On'the other hand, the
.

. . y/ / .

traditional practice of,- the-Ffotestarit School Board of Greater Montreal for
- I p

/

English childreh is about/3/4 hOurd.of French' a d4rfrom grade 3 through 114

.1 , ..

- ,

This amounts to 1215 hours of,sphool time, which comparesfavourably with the

figure just given; in addition it- is oc,cupied with-spaced learfting(coMpared

..
wikh that of,thildren being schooled in , their second language, and that is.

.

'sup-posed to began advantage: While we have no measures to prOve the point,

it seems to us that%the children schooled in the second language are vastly

superior Iwthe second language after a -year and a half to the Protestant

School Board4's English speakersafter nine years of ,French lessons. indeed

it seems likely that the children being schooled in the second language,

woad show their, superiority quite clearly'aftet only :the" first term of the

.

,

first year,



But-in any event, time should be rai ed only in the context of What.

':.to,do-with it. To'saY that infaniathavelcinger time in which, to learn'

. :7

their first language than students .;have tp learn their second, addillg
. ,

that the infants achieve greater mastery, of itself. tell$ Us:nothing

arabout how to spend the time of the language lesson. Some teachers argue,

that beCause the time is':shorte'r the ;method of learning,in school must

'' V

. .

be different. But that does not fellow unless they can deMonstrate:that

..

the different is more effective; than aHmethad bayed on4ntant ,

language learning. Such.a demonstratien does not exist and the informal
,. .

4 / , :. !

evidence of the type we have just cited,'leads to the opposite conclUsion.
.

,:

,
..

lthsearch

i
There have been well over twenty studies in the past five years which

have discussed whether second language learning is the same process as

learning the first: The researchers, tend to interpret their dati as

supporting one of three positions which are taken, at times, as being

mutually exclusive and as engendering differenttbeliefs.ab6ut the relation
0

4
between first and,second language learning. They are

A. Identical processes: The learning of a second language is

4t
scarcely influenced at.all by the learner's other language.

The processes which persons employ-to learn a second

language recapitulate in detail those which infants employ

When learning the same.language-;-Corder (1961), Dulay &

Burt (1974).

Interlangtage: Another position is that the utterances

of the secbnd language learner differ in.form frOM those

of he native speakers of 6[14t language and those of

the lea r s mother tongue; the learner's utterances

12
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reveal a graunar of their own--Fishman (1968), Selinker (1972),

C.; Interference the claim is that tote learner employs the

structures of his Mother tongue in forming sentences in

[

the second language. I know of no one who.supports this

position to the exclusion of the others', though several

;

writers believe that interference occurs--e.g. Sampson and

Richards (1973).

It is not at all Clear how mutually exclusive these positions are..

The second does not.seem to rule out strictly from the interlanguag 1

forms and structures belonging to the two main languages. It\seems to

make up stronger claim than that the interlanguagewill contain some forms

and structures which do not belong in either of the two main languages;
A

how Many and which are unspecified. This,mgans}hat the interlanguage,can

contain' many traces of the mothertongue;,and so 'it is not incompatible

with interkerence. In addition, the specifically interlanguage structures

4

can be those which an infant employs in /earning-the target language as mother

tongue. Indeed ,the interlanguage claim reduce "-to an. amalgain of the

and third.

Further, the first position dogs not exclude the third, nor. the thi

the first. No researcher would reject the idtntical processes claim just

"bbecause a small number f the'learner's errors could be aced to hit mother

tongue. But how many? It\seems that there would be no nee' to give.up

the identical processes claim unless all errors in the learner speeCh

could be traceeto his mother to ue. No doubt a supporter of the
,

position would probably settle for omething stronger; he would give it

up only if all systematic errors could be traced to the mother tongue..

3
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supporter of the interference cl

there were some errors whicItcou

All this ,allows for so much

that an:Y'study or set of studies

84

im would be forced to abandon it only:if

d not be traced to the mother tongue.

atitude that it ats out of the 'question

ill dedidt between the different positions.

In any case there swim to be no n ed to do so.. With Sampson & Richards s

(1973) we cdn assume that both the nterferenci and the identicalprocesspts

claims are justified, and not lay't 'Mnch weight On the word, identical.

-We do not know all the processes whi 1i:infanta employ., and so we cannot

with confidence say of any which a s c'Ond:languagelearner eiploys that

it is not one which infants employ.- s Hatch (1974) and others point

vet, interference too is difficult t. establish, since the sources of

error are ofteh t ntalizinglycomplex.

\More ge est y we may ask what 'wi 1 seryeas evidence
, .

in fiVour of-
:

data\either pCSaiaon-Lone or three,.. Twit types'havebeen collected:

relating 'to the order in which certain Morphemes are learned and errors.

Data: on order cannot confirm-or refute he interfer nce.hypothesis In

.-/

relation to the identical - processes hypOthe is, tie researcherls'stance_

seems to he that if a set of morphemes a e a red by first and second

language learnersin-the same order,'We an ssume that ,both are eMploying

the same processes. That seems reasonabl Rhat if the order varies;
;

can we then reject the hYpotheses? Clear y not because Order of acquisi-

tion does not throw much light on how'any 'are ctually acquired. MOreoVer

it seems quite likely that, say, time might be ore/important to a child

of ten years than to an infant of twenty months, and if it were it Is quite..

conceivable that the older child would acquire tense markers earlier in-
,

the 'serieS of morphemes than the younger one all this without any need

\

7



to-.suppose any difference between the two in afe w y they set about learning

particular morphemes or.the linguisticconstraints on their learning them.

This

ment among children%learning theti mother on

the more evident for the fact that 0.,ere is not complete agree-
.

Brown (1973) cites Vorre--

lations betwe

Though this

0

accounts fOT

, -

With these

(1974) in summariz

ts of mother tongue learners 4n the order of about 0.8,

onsiderable agrepment, it means that the correlation

bout 647. of the variance. We must not exaggerates

servations in mind it'ts still'/interesting that Hatch
4

ng some fifteen studies inds considerable agreement

across them in order of acquisition.

from Ervin-Tripp (1974), Dulay &

and partial support frOm Caimino,

he/ r studies can be added support

`(1974a), Gillis (1974), Milton (1974)

y & SchuMann (1974). On the other

hand some researchers stres the difference in order:Bakuta (1974), and

for some of their data Canciho, Rosansky & Schumann (1974).

The data on errors is more scanty. Corder (1967), Ravem

Tripp (1974), Dulayh& S4t (1974a)°end Gillis (1975) find that a mat many

of the errors which gecond_languageqlearners make cannot be traced to their,

mother tongue. HoweVer, in a balanced review Hatth (197) pointWut that although

obseivers can easily be deceived about the provenance of errors,

tongue.

there are many deviations which simply must be ascribed to mother

Among such are instances of language mixing; the *cond language

learner employs a word or expression from the old language in-the new one,

at times the whole utterance seems to be a direct translation from-the

and

mother tongue. I once heard a child who had learned Irish before English say,

. "there'g hunger on me" The preposition and overall structure seem. to be a

/literal translation from Irish (Ta ocras orm). But, not quite, bedause one can-
/

not,in Irish reduce the copula as he did in En: ish, and a single Irish word, orm,
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Corresponds to the-two nng sh words, "on me. " Most people can cite similar
, .

examples where.part, but not all, of the structure is borrowed from another

language.

1(1n: the other hand 'I have recently observed a Spanish-speaking girl of

seven learning French. Several times she made mistakes which small French

children make, even, thougli Spanish provided her with a correct structure
-. 41

\which could have been translated di'ectly into correct Frenclt. For example,

she frequently said, Je suis froid, instead of the correct, Val. froid (I

havecold); although the correct Spanish and French formkcorrespOnd

exactly, Yo tengo frio (I have cold). From such evidence I am inclined to

agree .with a modified form of the identical processes hypothesis: one

does observe second language learners grapple with the grammar of the new

language and reach interim solutions whiei correspond to those reached by

young native speakers. So the truth lies in combination of'inter-
.

ference and exact processes.

At-this point it is time to ask what all this has to say to the main

thesis,which (e are discussing. Clearly, if-second language 16:ineis go

through some of the same, processes as native learners; the thesis its upheld,

to the corresponding degree. But what if we see interference? This does not

on the face of it disturb the thesis. Children in learning their mother

tongue overextend the use of words making, say, mi stand for. milk and Icitten.

They overextend the rules they have acquired and say "foots." Basically

they are applying learned rules where they are not permitted by the languag

This is not very different from applyidg the material and rules.of one

language when speaking another. One is doing the best one scan with the

means one has available. So interference does not disprove our initiat thesis.

1 6
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Strangely,-that is not an 'easy.question to

answer, such is qur 'igno}tartcel of ,firSt language learning, but I will hazard

few suggestionS. ;If it wer

\fules of the. new_language for

to them, the thesis would suffe Note, the cannot-rather than do not;'

discovered that adults cannot discover the
L

b: . .- '

h mselves, but had to have them explained

it would have to be shown that Idults, on engaging in conversation with

alts who accommodated their sPeech as when speaking, to children could

no discover the structures off.the new language, or could onlY do so with

ve y much greater difficulty than native learners. This has not even been

studied, so fsr'as I am aware. The thesis would also have to be abandoned`

if it were discovered that peOplt could not learn a second language unless

they saw it written down; or if they had to have rules presented as an un-

'Auterpreted formal sYstem,,suchgs S4NP + VP. However the further one

probes the matter the more improbable it appears that there is any radical

'differencs.between learning'a first and second languag!.
.

Formal instruction. There Is a popular" belief that adults cannot learn a

language without "formal instruction" whereas children can; a belief now

supported by several interesting papers on adult language learning--Krashen &

Seliger (in "press, a & b), Krashen, Seliger & Hartnett (in press) and

Krashen, Jones, Zelinski and Usprich (in press). Thistopic might have

been dealt with in the

after the rest of the research. Naturally,,if adult's could'not learn a

section on, age, but it seemed useful to discuss it

second language without formal instruction, then our thesis would have to

be abaridcne'd at least for ackiltS.
crt7

I have already suggested that one df the reasons that adults'

in a'Ianguage becomes arrested or "fossilized% whereas a chaps

17

progress

does not,
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might be absence of peer pressure on adults, goading th m to conform. But

there is more tolit than that. We have seen above that he term formal

instruction is a,complete misnomer for what a language t acher can do. He

cannot give a valid formalism for any rule in any languag ; and even if he

could, the question of psychological,validity would arise. In other words

WAS the linguistic formalism of a borm suitable tope lear ed and applied by
-

the human mind, or would it aid, rather than hinder, thel arner in

establishing some psychblogical rule for speaking?

ice; so thin that we would be dvised to leave it.

Perhaps what peOple,in nd by "formal instruction" is really "systematic

Here welare on very thin

instruction." Traditiori41 langtag courses were systematic in that they
)

had some such plan as beginning with'the simplest- declarative sentehces,
h.

presenting the declensions of nouns and conjugations of verbs in brder,and
,

so forth. reMember learning a list of all the verbs which in Latin took

the dative case. Each time I translated all but the most obvious verbs I

recited the list to myself. Cicero had no spchllist and Oven if he had it

.
language, and,. represent them internall i.n such4a way as to guide hi inter.pre-

Of/
could not but have hindered

gicallyiuseful :rule.

\

him. This is just the old quetion of psycholo-

-.On tni either hand grammar books present many of the regOlarities of

a language in a manlier that many learners have found useful.- It is the
,

Case that such rules are often taught explicitly to second language learners,

never to infants. Let us for the moment accepe'that such, rules are often

usefur for second language learners; does it follow that second, nd first

language learning are for this reason basically different? Surel no, since

the task of the learner in both cases i to detect the regularitie of'the

1

18
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4.

tation and production of speech. All the rules in the grammar book do is

draw attention by Means of examples, 'hints, and intuitively grasped notions,

to the regularities; after that, by.means of exercises, the learner must

promote the totally obscurt processes of representing the regularities in

useful form. At' most, successful language teac ing is no more than guided

rule detection; Whete infant language learning s not so guided. It

follows that even if second language learners needed classroom instruction,

the basic position of this paper wo/ild not beiiiidermfned. However, we

have seen above indications that language lesSon do not seem, at present,

to help as much as experience in'natural commun atton_Settings.

.

Practical guidelines for the teacher

Though some writers Piave proposed that language tealhing.in classrooms

should be modelled onthe communication between mothers and babies, no one,

soifar as I am aware has derived practical,guidelinea from what We have

learned from recent studies of language learning in babies, Yet such guide-

lines are neither impractical nor counterintuitive to what we know of the

A
school/child.. Let us then assume 'that the school child's mind is.so fashioned

that he approaches language learning largely as an infant does, and see wbat

follows.
i

Our first conclusion. is thaelhe teacher misses the whole point of

"natural language learningbecause his attention is on language whereaS
fc.1

ts
that, of the infant is on the message. Language is for communicating, not

for learning, and we learn it best when our conscious attention is on mean-

Macnamara (1972). More to the point, the language teacher seldom

has anything to say so important that his pupils will eagerly guess his

meaning. And pupils seldom have anything so'urgent to say to4the teacher

that wthey 11 improvise with whatever communicative skills'they possess

to get 'their meaning' across." How differens language learning in the

19
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nursery and in the street.

4

. From this central confusion on the part of teacherefollow several
64

corollaries. Babies begin with_one-ward sentences, School:Children are
i,-.

. -....

usually required to talk in full sentences in'an unnatu manner: utilat,

jis not a ducks that is an aeroplane."
.

Parents are proud of any effort which a small child makes express

himself in words. They welcome and interpret his Phonological nnovations;

they accept hip bits of words; they understand his telegraphese. As-a

..

matter oCfactjarents -seldom correct a'small child's prounuciation or

grammerNthey correct his bad manners and his errors on'points of fact.
- .

Somehow, when a child is vitally concerned with ComMunitatihg, Ate. gradually

gets over his difficulties and eradicates' errors, at least to the point

where aociety accepts hit'speeche His parents' attentionis on meaning and

so-is his 'MU. And curiously he and his parents break one of, psychology's

basic learning rules. Psychology would advise that he should,be rewarded

only for linguistically correct utterances, whereas parents reward him
. .

for almost any utterance. Perhapa there is'hbre wisdom in the:provekh:

we learn by our mistakes; In- contrast to parents, the teacher.pounpes on

all departures from phonological and syntactic perfection; he does not

care what the student says as long as he says it correctly..

Finally, a mother does not have another verbal language in which to

talleOto the baby if he fails to understand her. She has to make do with

gestures, facial expressions and exaggerated tones of voice -see Macnarnara

& Baker (in preParatpn). .Because they are both involved in co0Munitating .

they usually manage somehow. How differentia the classroOM! Teacher and

child,usUally have another Common-language, and !could communicate better

-/
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if they really neededto. Indeed they often^have recourse to,that other
//

language. Teachers unlece mothers,do not exploit to the full tie basic

language of gesture sintonationitfadial expresstons, and events in the /

environment, to provide the child with clues.to the meaning. As a,resu

classroom conversations seem remote, unreal, and often lifeless compared

with the conversations >of a mother and child. BasiOally4it

we have encountered before: the teacher sees language mainly as some-

,thing to beJearned, the child is interested in what someone camtill:him.:

by means of its
o

Probably the teacher's best strategy would be to turn the language

class into an activity period. If the students are cooking, or engaged.

in handicraft, needs to communicate arise. 'The teacher could explain in
r

the new lafiguage.What_needed'to be done andllow, students to .demand fur-%

ther classffication and. information. The'teacher should be so serious

about this that he would allow-at is being made,to be spoiledif the

student fails to understand. The teacher should not fuss about language.

Perhaps there would be much to gain by mixing students of various levels!,

and proficiencies in the same activity so as.to increase the linguistic

resources. This would be more like a family, and it has the support of

the excellent experience of such cooperation in small country schools.

If the teacher tells a story he should not break off every 'sentence to

note unusual usages or'to ask whether the students unde stood some word.
t " 3

The'story should be the thing, and the students should b obliged to

ask for explanations when they need them. But this is not the place to .

.. -
.

propose a detailed scheme. I,leave that to the teachers who are willing

to try the approach which I have suggested.
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